Taster workshops with

Paper-rose
Craft workshops with a wedding focus

Taster workshops with Paper-rose
Paper-rose is a unique business running handmade wedding
workshops across the UK. We are really excited to now have a
selection of taster workshops available to run at wedding fairs,
and wedding venue events. DIY weddings are a developing trend
and our workshops are a draw for any event. Taster workshops are
short quick workshops to give inspiration and basic DIY skills
to those planning a wedding. All our workshops are devised and
taught by professional artists with years of experience. A basic
skill will be taught along with any tip to get that professional
finish. Participants will leave with a finished product and the
confidence to be able to continue making at home.

I attended a paper flower making session at the Manchester Vintage
Wedding Fair and it was great! Really helpful and easy to follow :)
would definitely recommend and would love to attend one of the
full sessions!

Sophie Anne Mitchell - Facebook

Choose from:
Origami Flowers
Paper flowers are a unique way to
create a bespoke bouquet or
decorations. Using different
papers will adapt the look of the
flowers to suit different styles
of wedding. This simple technique
can be made simply to great effect.

Tissue pom pom
These tissue pom poms are on trend
at the moment. Participants will
learn the basic skill to make a
dramatic display and variations
on that skill to make the pom pom
unique to their wedding.

Jam Jar decorating
Jam jar decorating can look simple
but with a few professional tips
participants will be proud the
finished products. With a large
amount of materials to experiment
with participants will have the
confidence to continue the skill
at home.

Button Bouquet Basics
Participants will learn the basic skills
of making a button bouquet at home.
Learning the basic techniques and being
shown a variety of finished examples,
participants will be inspired to
continue their skills in their own home.

Clay favours
These beautiful wedding favours are made
from airdrying clay. Not only will they
be a lovely keepsake for wedding guests
but they will also be a stunning addition
to the table decorations. Participants
will be able to continue to make them
easily in their own home.

Bespoke Envelopes
Stand out from the crowd when your
invitation lands on guests doormat with
these bespoke handmade envelopes. Once
this technique is learnt it can be adapted
to suit all styles of wedding and
invitations. Participants will learn to
adapt the size to suit their needs and be
advised on which papers work best.

The logistics
Each workshop will be 45/60 minutes long. The pricing scale will depend
on the number of workshops in a day and how long each workshop will be.
The price covers all artists fees (time running the workshop, 15 minutes
set up and tidy up and 15 minute change over between multiple workshops),
and all materials (including ordering time and time for preparation of
materials). All workshops are based on 10 participants. If you require more
than 10 participants please contact us to discuss.
1 x 45 minute workshop = £80 (£8 per person)
2 x 45 minute workshop = £150 (£7.50 per person)
1 x 60 minute workshop = £90 (£9 per person)
2 x 60 minute workshop = £170 (£8.50 per person)
Payments are made to Paper-rose workshops directly and it is the
responsibility of the event organisers to do the marketing for the
workshops. It is the discretion of the organisers if they wish to charge a
fee for the workshops but the organisers are solely responsible for the
collection of any fees.

For more information
please contact Kate Freeborough
Founder of Paper-rose Workshops Ltd
Paper-rose@hotmail.com
www.paper-rose.com
Facebook @paperroseworkshops
Instagram @paperroseworkshops
Twitter @paperosewrkshp

